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Rugged tablets and handhelds

Rugged tablets and their applications
Rugged tablets are ideal for use in demanding environments, especially outdoors. In addition to a 
particularly robust design and special certifications, they are not as vulnerable as standard tablets 
with protective covers. They feature additional protection against temperature fluctuations, dust, 
water, vibrations and shocks. Weight and equipment are also adapted to the respective areas of 
application. This robust hardware is also easy to transport, reliable and powerful. For different use 
cases and industries, it is important to be able to offer several device variations and to provide a 
selection of relevant models. With appropriate accessories, the sturdy tablets can be expanded 
with necessary functions according to the application or be directly integrated.

Crafting
There are many reasons for using robust tablets on construction sites and workshops. With a tab-
let used in construction projects, all relevant data is always available. This allows communication 
between all project participants to take place smoothly and efficiently. Further advantages are in 
particular document management, visualization during consultations, process optimization and 
the time factor.

Industry
Rugged tablets and handhelds are also immensely useful in productions and manufacturing com-
pared to traditional tablets, as industrial environments are particularly hostile. For example, tab-
lets and handhelds can be used for quality assurance and inventory control as well as in machine 
maintenance and order tracking. In comparison, standard tablets would would quickly reach their 
limits under these circumstances. The devices must also also require a high computing power in 
order to control industrial processes and machines. 

Logistics and transport
When it comes to administration and processing in warehouses and department stores, it is evi-
dent that robust mobile device are best able to withstand the daily demands and mechanical stres-
ses. The reliable and resilient devices also enable fast process implementation. Rugged tablets 
and handhelds make everyday work in the warehouse much easier, for example when it comes to 
scanning barcodes or recording personnel data in real time. Tablets are also used in the transport 
sector, for example in trucks, to document journeys. This application requires a certain degree of 
stability as mobile devices could face shocks and vibrations during transportation.
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Agriculture
Digitalization also affects agriculture and forestry. Sensor-controlled technology and satellite-
based systems are the focus for state-of-the-art machinery. Future-oriented farms can use rug-
ged tablets for digital maps, farmland management and drone use.

Police and Firefighters
By combining software and hardware, it becomes possible to efficiently and successfully save 
people‘ lives. Rugged tablets can be integrated into emergency vehicles, optimizing the equip-
ment for various police and fire missions. 
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Rugged tablets and handhelds require certain certifications to ensuresmooth operations in out-
door environments.. They guarantee water and dust protection, as well as very durable enclosures 
and displays. The certifications relevant for rugged tablets and handhelds are presented below.

Special features and certifications

MIL-STD-810G
This certification stands for standardized test methods of the US military. Among other things, it 
defines the compatibility of equipment in dealing with high temperature fluctuations, humidity, 
vibrations and sunlight. This certification qualifies rugged tablets for use in harsh environments 
and indicates resilience. This certification includes, for example, drop resistance up to 1.5 meters.

IP-Rating
The International Protection Value is one of the certifications that indicates how tablets and hand-
helds are protected from external influences. The first digit indicates the protection against con-
tact and dirt. The second digit indicates how well the device is protected against water. The higher 
the code number, the better the hardware is protected against foreign objects and water. 

IP XX
1. Digit Protection against contact and dirt

0 Not protected

1 Protected against large-surface contact and 
solid foreign bodies (∅ ≥ 50mm)

2 Protected against contact with fingers and solid 
foreign bodies (∅ ≥ 12.5mm)

3 Protected against contact with tools and solid 
foreign bodies (∅ ≥ 2.5mm)

4 Protected against contact with wires and solid 
foreign bodies (∅ ≥ 1.0mm)

5 Complete protection against any direct contact 
as well as against dust in harmful quantities

6 Complete protection against contact and dust

2. Digit Water protection

0 Not protected

1 Protected from vertically falling dripping water

2 Protected against falling dripping water, with 
housing inclination up to 15°

3 Protected against falling spray water up to 60° 
from the vertical

4 Protected from splashing water on all sides

5 Protected against water jets from any angle

6 Protected against strong jets of water

7 Protected against temporary submersion in water

8
Protected against continuous submersion in 
water up to 1 meter depth (unless otherwise 
specified)

9 Protected from water during high-pressure and 
steam cleaning
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SCORPION Rugged Tablets and Handheld models are modern and robust hardware solutions for 
various applications for indoor and outdoor use. Reliable and long battery life as well as a scratch-
resistant high-brightness display are just a few of the special features of SCORPION 10X models. 
These outdoor tablets are available as Android and Windows versions with 10.1 inch (25.65cm), 
a screen brightness of 1000 cd/m² (high-brightness) and an IP65 + MIL-STD-810G certification. A 
1D/2D barcode reader is already included with the 10X Android. Basically, all SCORPION models 
have at least IP65 protection.

SCORPION 10X series

The new SCORPION Buyers Guide facilitates information and selection on all current SCORPION 
models and provides an optimal overview of all technical details. 

SCORPION 10X Android

SCORPION 10X Windows
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Accessories

Individual accessories are available for SCORPION tablets to equip the devices for specific appli-
cations. This makes everyday work much more efficient. Each of the SCORPION rugged and hand-
held models can be expanded with optional or included accessories. For example, the scope of 
delivery of the SCORPION 10X Android includes an additional power supply unit, a screw-on hand 
strap, a 1D/2D scanner, an active vehicle mount and a flexible mounting arm. For the majority of 
SCORPION tablets and handhelds, a spare battery, an office dock, a vehicle charging cable, an ac-
tive vehicle mount, a shoulder strap, a backstrap, a 1D/2D scanner and a touch pen are selectable..

1D/2D code scan with the SCORPION Rugged Tablets and Handhelds

1D/2D codes have become indispensable in many industries. With tablets or modern handheld 
terminals, labels and stickers are scanned in the warehouse and logistics to make processing in 
the merchandise management system more efficient.

1D codes have long been established in retail and industry. They denote a sequence of bars that 
form a one-dimensional code. Each of the SCORPION devices can read these barcodes. Two-di-
mensional codes, such as QR codes or 2D matrices, can also be recognised by all SCORPION bar-
code readers. The reader for 1D/2D codes is either included as standard with all SCORPION tablets 
or can be retrofitted as an option.
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Conclusion

Before purchasing a rugged tablet or handheld, it is important to clarify where and how the hard-
ware will be used and whether the device will be used indoors or outdoors. Depending on the use, 
it should then be checked which accessories would be useful for the device in order to be fully 
operational. SCORPION 10X models, for example, have a high-brightness display that enables use 
even in bright sunlight. It is also relevant to look at the current certifications to ensure that the 
tablets in their respective condition also meet the requirements of the application.

SCORPION models are suitable for:

• Warehouses and shops
• Industrial production
• Transport and logistics
• Police and firefighter vehicles
• Forklift terminals
• Agriculture or building sites
• Drone/multicopter control 
• Military field operations
• Craft and workshops

Checklist for the right rugged tablet or handheld device

• Is the device needed indoors or outdoors?
• What codes should the device be able to identify and read?
• What certifications does the device need?
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 ▶ Would you like to learn more about rugged tablets and handhelds? 
 Feel free to contact us if you have any further questions about the topic. 
 We will be glad to advise you on individual solutions. 
  
 

info@bressner.de  +49 8142 47284-70

About BRESSNER Technology

www.bressner.de

As a provider and value-added distributor for industrial hardware solutions, BRESSNER Technolo-
gy GmbH has been offering high-quality products, components and accessories for over 25 years. 
With our range of services, we serve all sectors in which industrially usable hardware solutions are 
required. Many years of experience, customer-oriented service and sound know-how round off our 
portfolio. BRESSNER Technology GmbH is a subsidiary of One Stop Systems Inc.
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